Year Group 4
Mr Ahmed & Miss Burns

Term Spring 1

Theme
PSHE

Writing

Geography- Water
Spelling

Jigsaw

The Jabberwocky.

Number of Weeks

Trips and Enhancements

Over the 6 weeks, the children will access the majority of their writing and maths
lessons live via Microsoft teams. All information is shared via class dojo. Lessons
that are not live through Teams will be presented through vimeo, PPT or PDF.
Teachers are available throughout the school day on ClassDojo.
All Year 4 children will have access to their Horizons ipads during this half term.

Children’s mental Health week: WB 01st
Feb

Maths

PE

Science

Spelling Shed

White Rose

Complete PE

Engage Science

1. Word with the ’sh’ sound
spelled ch.
2. Challenge Words
3. Adding the suffix ‘–ion.’
When the root word ends in
’d,’ ‘de’ or ‘se’ then the suffix
’-ion’ needs to be ‘-sion.’
4. Adding the suffix –ous.’
5. The suffix ‘-ous.’ The final
‘e’ of the root word must be
kept if the sound of ‘g’ is to
be kept.
6. The ‘ee’ sound spelled
with an ‘i.’

**See abridged curriculum
for 2020-21**
White Rose work books can
be used at home or in
school
Multiplication and Division
11 & 12 x table
Multiply 2 digit by 1 digit
Multiply 3 digit by 1 digit
Divide 2 digit by 1 digit
Divide 3 digit by 1 digit
Measurement: Area
What is area?
Comparing area

Indoor: Games – Rugby
Refine passing and moving.
Learn to defend and attack
and apply skills in mini
games.
Pass the ball while moving
and take part in a
tournament.
Outdoor: Games – Hockey
Dribble the ball to keep
possession.
Pass and Shoot.
Attack to intercept.

The children will be
revisiting the ‘Respecting
the Environment’ unit
before starting the unit on
States of matter. It
involves looking at the
properties of liquids.
Solids and gasses.

Geography

Music

History

Others…

Computing

Water

Charanga

We are describing and understanding key aspects of the
water cycle, including understanding the key aspects of the
water cycle, how clouds and rain are formed, why water is
cleaned, the cause and effects of flooding and the causes
and effects of water pollution.

Stop!

Children will look at how
water has changed over
time. They will look at the
impact of global warming on
the planet and how the
melting of ice caps cause
flooding.
Children will consider the
future of the planet in terms
of pollution and flooding.

Handwriting: Pre recorded
handwriting lessons will be
delivered each week.
Spanish: Spanish is delivered
on a weekly bases.
TT rockstars: Children should
practise their timetables on
a daily basis.
Sumdog: All children can
access sundog at home and
in school and should play
daily to improve fluency in
maths.

Children will be using various
websites during their time in
lockdown, they will be
learning to navigate teams
as well as using dojo, vimeo
and their usual home
learning sites.

Dreams and Goals
Reflecting on positive and
negative outcomes.

&
Healthy Me
Alcohol and tobacco.

9 habits
Hopeful
Self controlled
Assemblies inspired by the
life and work of David
Attenborough.

Children are looking at a
narrative nonsense poem
and translating that into a
story.
We are learning about
precise language choices.
We are using context to
analyse the poem.

The Robin.
We will be creating a
narrative based on a film.
sentences and a range of
sentence types to help
develop vocabulary. We will
be using complex.

A Song/Rap about bullying
Writing lyrics linked to a
theme

Lessons will take place on
Microsoft Teams. Children
will learn to follow
instructions and etiquette.

